Congratulations to the entire team for each film & television show honored! The SDSA particularly acknowledges the set decorator’s contributions for these outstanding productions and invites you to read our coverage at www.setdecor.com

PERIOD FEATURE FILM

FORD v FERRARI
Production Designer François Audouy
Set Decorator Peter Lando SDSA

THE IRISHMAN
Production Designer Bob Shaw
Set Decorators Regina Graves SDSA, Lisa Scoppa, Barbara Peterson SDSA (Florida)

JOJO RABBIT
Production Designer Ra Vincent SDSA
Set Decorator Nora Sopková SDSA

JOKER
Production Designer Mark Friedberg
Set Decorator Kris Moran

1917
Production Designer Dennis Gassner
Set Decorator Lee Sandales

ONCE UPON A TIME IN HOLLYWOOD *Award*
Production Designer Barbara Ling
Set Decorator Nancy Haigh
FANTASY FEATURE FILM

AD ASTRA
Production Designer Kevin Thompson
Set Decorator Karen O’Hara SDSA

ALADDIN
Production Designer Gemma Jackson
Set Decorator Tina Jones SDSA

AVENGERS: ENDGAME *Award*
Production Designer Charles Wood
Set Decorator Leslie Pope SDSA

DUMBO
Production Designer Rick Heinrichs
Set Decorator John Bush

MALEFICENT: MISTRESS OF EVIL
Production Designer Patrick Tatopoulos
Set Decorator Dominic Capon

STAR WARS: THE RISE OF SKYWALKER
Production Designers: Rick Carter, Kevin Jenkins
Set Decorator Rosemary Brandenburg SDSA
CONTEMPORARY FEATURE FILM

A BEAUTIFUL DAY IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
Production Designer Jade Healy
Set Decorator Merissa Lombardo SDSA

JOHN WICK: CHAPTER 3 - PARABELLUM
Production Designer Kevin M Kavanaugh
Set Decorator David Schlesinger SDSA

KNIVES OUT
Production Designer David Crank
Set Decorator David Schlesinger SDSA

PARASITE *Award*
Production Designer Lee Ha-Jun
Set Decorator Cho Won Woo

US
Production Designer Ruth De Jong
Set Decorator Florencia Martin SDSA
ANIMATED FEATURE FILM

ABOMINABLE
Production Designer Max Boas

FROZEN II
Production Designer Michael Giaimo

HOW TO TRAIN YOUR DRAGON: THE HIDDEN WORLD
Production Designer Pierre-Olivier Vincent

THE LION KING
Production Designer James Chinlund

TOY STORY 4 *Award*
Production Designer Bob Pauley
ONE-HOUR PERIOD OR FANTASY
SINGLE-CAMERA SERIES

A SERIES OF UNFORTUNATE EVENTS
"Penultimate Peril: Part 1"
Production Designer Bo Welch
Set Decorator Kate Marshall SDSA

THE CROWN
"Aberfan"
Production Designer Martin Childs
Set Decorators: Alison Harvey, Sophie Coombes,
Neesh Ruben, Nuria Guardia (Spain)

GAME OF THRONES
"The Bells"
Production Designer Deborah Riley
Set Decorator Rob Cameron

THE MANDALORIAN
"Chapter One"
Production Designer Andrew L Jones
Set Decorators Amanda Serino

THE MARVELOUS MRS. MAISEL *Award*
"Ep. 305, Ep 308"
Production Designer Bill Groom
Set Decorators Ellen Christiansen SDSA
ONE-HOUR CONTEMPORARY
SINGLE-CAMERA SERIES

BIG LITTLE LIES
"What Have They Done?", "The Bad Mother", "I Want to Know"
Production Designer John Paino
Set Decorators Amy Wells SDSA

THE BOYS
"The Female of the Species"
Production Designer Dave Blass
Set Decorator Cheryl Dorsey

EUPHORIA
"The Trials and Tribulations of Trying to Pee While Depressed",
"And Salt the Earth Behind You"
Production Designer Kay Lee
Set Decorators Alison Korth SDSA, Adam Willis

THE HANDMAID'S TALE
"Mayday"
Production Designer Elisabeth Williams
Set Decorator Rob Hepburn

THE UMBRELLA ACADEMY *Award*
"We Only See Each Other at Weddings and Funerals"
Production Designer Mark Worthington
Set Decorator Jim Lambie
TELEVISION MOVIE OR LIMITED SERIES

BLACK MIRROR
"Striking Vipers"
Production Designer Annie Beauchamp

CATCH-22
Production Designer David Gropman
Set Decorators: Anna Pinnock, Alessandra Querzola SDSA

CHERNOBYL *Award*
Production Designer Luke Hull
Set Decorator Claire Levinson-Gendler

DEADWOOD: THE MOVIE
Production Designer Maria Caso

FOSSE/VERDON
Production Designer: Alex DiGerlando
Set Decorator: Lydia Marks SDSA
HALF-HOUR SINGLE-CAMERA SERIES

**BARRY**
"ronny/lily"
Production Designer Tyler B. Robinson
Set Decorator Rachael Ferrara

**FLEABAG**
"Ep. 5"
Production Designer Jonathan Paul Green
Set Decorator Lucy Gardetto

**GLOW**
"Up, Up, Up"
Production Designer Todd Fjelsted
Set Decorator Cynthia Slagter

**THE GOOD PLACE**
"Employee of the Bearimy", "Help Is Other People"
Production Designer Ian Phillips
Set Decorators **Kimberly Wannop SDSA**

**RUSSIAN DOLL** *Award*
"Nothing in This World is Easy"
Production Designer Michael Bricker
Set Decorator Jessica Petruccelli
MULTI-CAMERA SERIES

**THE BIG BANG THEORY** *Award*
Production Designer John Shaffner
Set Decorator Ann Shea SDSA

**THE COOL KIDS**
"Vegas, Baby!"
Production Designer Stephan Olson
Set Decorator Jerie Kelter SDSA

**FAMILY REUNION**
"Remember Black Elvis"
Production Designer Aiyana Trotter
Set Decorator Roya Parivar SDSA

**NO GOOD NICK**
"The Italian Job"
Production Designer Kristan Andrews
Set Decorator Britt Woods

**WILL & GRACE**
"Family Trip", "The Things We Do For Love", Conscious Coupling"
Production Designer Glenda Rovello
Set Decorator Peter Gurski SDSA
24th Annual Art Directors Guild Awards

SHORT FORMAT: WEB SERIES, MUSIC VIDEO OR COMMERCIAL

Apple: "It's Tough Out There"
Production Designer Quito Cooksey

Ariana Grande, Miley Cyrus, Lana Del Rey:
"Don't Call Me Angel"
Production Designer Emma Fairley
Set Decorator Cameo Litz

MedMen: "The New Normal" *Award*
Production Designer James Chinlund

Portal for Facebook: "A Very Muppet Portal Launch"
Production Designer Alex DiGerlando
Set Decorator Sandy Lindstedt SDSA

Taylor Swift: "Lover"
Production Designer Kurt Gefke
Set Decorator Jennifer Lauricella SDSA
VARIETY, REALITY OR EVENT SPECIAL

DRUNK HISTORY *Award*
"Are You Afraid of the Drunk"
Production Designer Monica Sotto
Set Decorators: Rae Deslich SDSA, Linette McCown SDSA

91st OSCARS
Production Designer David Korins

RENT: LIVE
Production Designer Jason Sherwood
Set Decorator John Sparano SDSA

SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
"1764 Emma Stone", "1762 Sandra Oh", "1760 John Mulaney"
Production Designers: Keith Raywood, Eugene Lee, Akira Yoshimura, N. Joseph DeTullio

TAYLOR SWIFT REPUTATION STADIUM TOUR
Production Designers: Tamlyn Wright, Baz Halpin